Galanin receptors possibly modulate the obesity-induced change in pain threshold.
Pain threshold may be up-regulated or down-regulated according to gender, age, race/ethnic and psychological state. Previous studies indicated that obesity may change pain threshold, both nociceptive and antinociceptive, which resulted from obesity-reduced variation of neuroendocrine. However there is a limited understanding of its molecular mechanism underlying this variation. A lot of evidence supports that galanin increases food intake and body weight to induce obesity in animals. This peptide may also modulate nociceptive susceptibility via central galanin receptor 1 and peripheral galanin receptor 2 in dorsal root ganglion. Whereas injury and obesity may up-regulate the galanin expression and stimulate its secretion to elevate the plasma levels of subjects. Pain may increase the risk of obesity through reduced physical activity. In this review, we highlighted the multiple bilateral interrelation between obesity and pain sensitivity, between galanin and obesity and between galanin and injure-induced pain. In view of the above, we reasoned that galanin receptors possibly participated in the modulation of the obesity-induced change in pain threshold, which need further direct evidence to support as yet. This review is helpful to explore the mechanism that galanin receptors regulate the obesity-induced change of pain sensitivity and to contribute to our understanding of the relation among galanin, obesity and pain threshold.